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Many thanks to the Speakers, Session Chairs and Participants!





• EMA + FDA definitions focus on routinely collected data

• Including old and new sources

– Disease or product registries

– Electronic health records, claims/insurance databases

– Wearable technology, even social media

• Data quality is a major issue

– FDA framework published

– Several EU initiatives started (e.g. Good Registry Practice, 

EMA/HMA Big Data Task Force, RWD ecosystem common data model)
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Current “Real World” Data Landscape



• Evolution of regulatory science with innovative 
clinical evidence generation and analysis (incl. 
Monte Carlo methods, probalistic statistical 
inference)

• Steps towards accepted RWE approaches 
include early discussions, pre-agreed plans, 
methodology qualification processes and more. 

• Transparency, replicability of methods and 
reproducibility of results are necessary to accept 
RWE
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Regulatory Perspectives on Real World Evidence
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Regulatory Perspectives on Real World Evidence



• Concern about unrepresentative 
patient populations in clinical 
trials (younger, less comorbidity)

• Use of RWE to understand 
multiple therapy lines and allow 
disease modelling

• Use RWD to design more 
representative RCTs
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Health Technology Assessment



• External control for a single-arm, phase 2 study of a 
CDK 4/6 inhibitor in patients with HR+/HER-
metastatic breast cancer

– Source: Flatiron Health database cohort (total N=15.000)

– Mahalanobis distance matching to select 108 controls

– Key methodological challenges were 
• Selection bias
• Lack of contemporaneous controls and 
• Unintended ‘cross-over’.
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Case Study: Sharing Valuable Experiences

15.000

108



Personal
Highlight
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Disease-Based Registry. Norway

• Mandatory, exempt from patient consent

• Entries from multiple sources, tightly curated

• National statistics

– All: Incidence, prevalence, survival

– Partly: Diagnosis, therapy and follow-up

• Drug information added (work in progress

– Collaboration with pharmaceutical companies and 
Norwegian Cancer Society

• Support of regulatory decisions, example:

– Post-approval commitments for a HPV vaccine



Create a “Learning Health Care System”Personal
Highlight



✓ Regulatory/HTA frameworks on the use of RWE for drug development. 
Guidelines on data collection and analysis.

✓Harmonization, ideally led by European Commission or ICH. 
Establishment of best practices for RW study conduct.

✓ Categorization of evidence from RWE and data quality standards to 
ensure data consistency and completeness

✓ Efforts to overcome fragmentation of data and access to data through a 
common data model. 

✓ A new concept of informed consent may be required

Take Away Points (I): Global Needs



Take Away Points (II): Practical Recommendations

✓Specify study objectives and rigorous statistical analysis plan

✓Plan RWE studies prospectively and early

✓Preferably use contemporaneous control (vs historic)

✓Ensure early patient involvement in study design

✓Engage in early and ongoing dialogue with regulators and 
payer (incl. methodol. qualification procedures)

✓Make an inventory of existing registries



Thank you very much for your attention!

Cancer is increasingly 

becoming a rare disease

At the time of licensing, knowledge on true benefit–risk 

balance is frequently limited, as marketing authorization 

is often based on a single pivotal trial
RWD/RWE have the potential to transform the 

drug development process 

Early discussion with relevant stakeholders 

and prospective planning of RWE studies for 

collection of the right data for the right 

purpose are important

New data sources without accepted analysis methods and clear 

purpose will not have a noticeable effect on regulatory decision-

making. Seek scientific advice to support qualification 

procedures for novel methodologies

RWD open up opportunities 

for patient-centered 

research

There are limitations to 

RWD

From an HTA perspective, cost 

containment is crucial. Each new 

treatment product is associated with 

opportunity cost

EHR data have the potential to provide 

research-/regulatory-grade evidence and 

supplement evidence from clinical trials
The empathy for building good 

RWD repositories is missing

Quotes from regulators, HTA bodies, industry, clinicians, patients, and researchers expressed during the meeting
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